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Western Governments provide the most freedom to enjoy and the best systems to utilise but have had enough

of  creating  more  laws  and  giving  out  more  apologies  so  cease  the  uneducated,  manipulative,  cryptic,

pictographical  communication  and useless,  unpleasant  and  stupid  demeanour.  Since  @realDonaldTrump

@POTUS announced all @Twitter Tweets are no longer stored, the @librarycongress @CopyrightOffice

consolidated its registration service with more limiting categories to better serve the people the context of

contents of copyright registration public records. America provides paid Copyright registration protecting

rights.  America provides a paid Copyright registration service at  the Congress Library Copyright  Office

which does not delete. Copyright application requires a significant part of at least a text paragraph like the

woman genius Gone with the Wind published periodically a chapter a month. Republicans voted 100% No

Impeachment and are more united than ever. Democrats and their  enquiry on @realDonaldTrump being

voted in, asking him not to assume Office, after Inauguration ensuing a formal inquiry ever since for years

up until now, is biased partisan, not bipartisan. The Speaker of the House is biased partisan not assuming the

due diligence bipartisanism her Office should uphold because of secularism and humanism influence in the

House so typical of her State of Government on an always Republican impeachment quest opposed to the

Constitution. Nancy is biased partisan not assuming the due diligence bipartisanism her Office should uphold

because secularism and humanism influence in the House so typical of her State of Government is on an

always Republican (@realDonaldTrump) impeachment quest opposed to the Constitution. Nancy is biased

partisan, not bipartisan. Her rhetoric is caught up in Literary Terms Age of Reason Barbarism Bastard Title

Climate of Opinion humanism of secular Attitudes to death Culture so typical of her State and Western

Government and mainstream, fake news media in general.  Nancy’s Government is  caught  up in leading

literarily  immature  biased  partisan  Literary  Terms  Age  of  Reason  Barbarism Bastard  Title  Climate  of

Opinion humanism of secular  Attitudes to death Culture typical  of  Western Government minority belief

opposed to census majority and vote. Lineage from and belief in Abraham (Islam and Judaism) and Solomon

(Freemasony Knights Templars Order) is why over hundreds and thousands of years so many wars caused

millions of deaths being a historic amount of holocausts from the beginning of monotheistic history up until

now. Chauvinism is of world history whereby over hundreds and thousands of years countries warred over

land, money and religion. Culture is of law which was last decade’s technological regulation to this decade’s

jurisdictional  codification  for  next  decade’s  logistical  boundarisation.  Chauvinism  is  of  world  history

whereby over hundreds and thousands of years countries warred over land, money and religion. Culture is of

law which was 2010 decade’s technological regulation to 2020 decade’s jurisdictional codification for 2030

decade’s logistical boundarisation. English language regression and lingo reductionism caused erroneous and

fraudulent Literary Term Culture because use of Literary Term Bastard Title counting and pictographs of

duality  cryptology  immaturity  being  common  accusatory  and  evasive  speech  caused  Literary  Term

Barbarism. Trump‘s Action Plan and Follow Up with elongated speeches recently announced yet another

promise made to the American people finally kept after waiting yearlong for it to pass through the typical

Slow Senate because Nancy’s bureaucracy is halting explanation, progress and result.


